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I am the presence of love you are. With each of you I abide. I love each of you equally. To 
each of you I send ideas corresponding to what is in your heart.  
 
Glorified is our God in love when we seek to serve His love in all. The heart opening now 
in the earth, which is guided by the love of I AM, will soon be embracing many ideas  
that have been resisted in the past. Each of you has those resistances still allowing. And, 
now as we approach the millennium shift, there will be a greater capacity to open wider 
the heart frame so that more of the picture of the entire universe can be accepted, 
embraced, and taken into wisdom, love, joy, peace, and divine understanding. This is the 
gift of God's Grace.  
 
The world in which you live is a place of great creation. God created this world through 
that which it is you are. Times past brought you to this place where you could abide in the 
creation of your own choosing. The energy, now upon that choice of earth where you now 
reside, is coming to an apex, if you will, a point of new frequency modulation, so that a 
new picture can be created through which the eyes of the beholding Christed being that 
you are can see more of its creation as that which it created in the past. And that which 
has been created by you in the past is now open for you to re-create.  
 
The glory of the master teachers, gathered and assembled with you this time, is the  
will of God now understanding more of its own idea. And, as each of you comes to 
greater awareness of the presence of the creative I AM presence within you, the masters 
on looking gather more insight as well. For, as wisdom is accepted by the mind through 
which wisdom is bringing its own understanding, that expansion of wisdom in all minds, 
because of unity, takes place. It makes no difference which realm the entity is living its 
existence. Wisdom expands, producing for each of you the will of God to help you 
understand more of that which it is. Like a river flows freely to the source, so is the will of 
God flowing freely.  
 
The gift of Eternal Life is the will of God, and this gift flows freely to the Source. You 
question from where the river gets its energy to flow—again from the Source.  All is the 
Source, giving and returning, giving and returning. And so, as you recognize this great 
truth within yourself as the river of consciousness, you will be able to understand the 
creative process now at hand. For the river of Eternal Life, having been the Source out of 
which you, the consciousness of God, have come to understand the free-flow of life, you 
the consciousness, now returned to Source in awareness. As Source, you will understand 
more then of the free flow returning out again to create and to flow freely in creation back 
to the Source again. We never do anything less than give freely of the Source from which 
we came, back to the Source to which we are going, so to speak. This energy which is 
returning rapidly into the Source remembered, is gathering a greater experience of itself in 
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the journey, thus becoming more saturated with the power to allow the free flow of  
co-creativity, if you will. 
 
Herein we come to the idea of service, which brings the free flow of Source into the 
special idea or entity you call “self.” This is the gift of God now for each child of light to 
understand. Service is the highest form of the free flow of life when it is given without 
ideas of self. But, when it is given freely (understanding that “to give is to return that 
Eternal Life Force to the Source from which It came”) in this return, we have much of 
what is like a battery charge, if you will, giving more energy to the idea which the battery 
charges. Thus, you have entities in the earth, such as yourselves, serving our God. And in 
the service, that which has been created, functions well.  
 
Masters, each of you coming now to that place, so that the service that you are offering 
into the earth becomes the gift of Grace moving forward with love to bring forth more 
gifts of Grace moving forward in love.  
 
It is important that you understand how to bring the mind to what we call “equal to  
the gift of service given unto you.” In the past, much service has been given, but the 
service has been laced with the thought, “If I give, I shall receive.” “If I give, I shall 
receive” contains within it a condition. And, in the pure Eternal Life free flow of God's 
energy into life, there is no condition attached. It flows freely without condition. Thus, 
you are encouraged to contemplate this idea, “I seek to serve Eternal Life,” understanding 
that Eternal Life is without condition or end. “I seek to serve Eternal Life.”  In this way, 
as every idea contained within your special identity of the Self of God is brought to the 
understanding of “selflessness,” ye shall embark upon a new frequency of service, which is 
totally not encumbered or limited in any area.  
 
If you can grasp the gift within this, you will see that your expanded consciousness of giving 
shall return unto the Source a greater multiplied idea of what you now understand to be the 
gift of Grace, going forth into the creation, understandably so, can only return unto the 
giver. You are that. 
 
Your love for God has always been directed to yourself. From your point of view, 
however, you have understood it to be directed outside of yourself. But, because you are 
God, the direction of your love for God could go nowhere else other than self. The beauty 
of all this is that your love for God, even though from your perspective or viewpoint was 
going outside yourself, was always returning unto you—the same love that you sent unto 
God in your mind. This is what has brought you to the point of awakening to the charge of 
the return. The gift of love always awakens the gift of love within itself and itself alone, 
under-standing, children of the light, that you are that.  
 
Freedom of the soul, to which the love is returned unto you, is the gift. And from the cosmic 
understanding of freedom is meant the reality-based understanding of consciousness, which 
can now give of itself to itself with understanding such.  
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When your mind understands that whatever you give is given unto yourself, what happens 
then is a new idea is born, because in the expression of giving of the love of God intended 
toward others, then you begin to see that others truly are yourself. And yourself then 
expands to embrace all others with the realization “I have given to my Source. My Source 
returns unto me, for I am the Source in all.” 
 
This is what is expanding what you understand to be the “unified field of Consciousness” of 
all of humanity and beyond. Please realize humanity is far beyond the earth's realm or veil. 
For only humanity—the human being—is what exists in all realms of existence. The only 
difference is, what has gone before and not returned necessary to the earth frame has 
become an enlightened being embracing more of itself.  The need to understand through 
polarity is no longer the need. Joy is the frequency then that concurs with the understanding 
that is born of one who realizes “I AM all in All” and, “Whatever I give unto all, I give unto 
myself.” This is not a selfish concept of the mind, but a self-realization concept of the mind 
of God, which feels the joy of understanding union. Nothing then, can possibly be given or 
received in what you now understand as “just for self.” And thus, the mind expands to 
embrace more of the true reality of God's idea of I AM. 
 
When you bring the focus of your mind to the intention of the will of God, these things 
which have been spoken will begin to unfold in you, and greater awareness of truths 
spoken here shall be revealed. And, as a greater awareness of the truth spoken here is 
revealed to the revealed by the revealer that you truly are, you too, will be able to follow 
through in the flow of the Source from the Source to the Source and understand with 
experience in the consciousness of union.  
 
“Be ye therefore transformed by the renewal of your mind.” This idea is familiar to the 
minds of each of you having followed Christ. These ideas of old shall take on new 
meaning. For as the mind is renewed, it comes to understand greater things—greater 
things than has been the capacity for the mind to understand in the past. “Be ye therefore 
transformed by the renewal of your mind.”  Transformation is that idea which takes a 
transient-idea look at things and makes a leap in faith to transcend what has been the 
previous understanding. Let, therefore, your minds be centered in that which is called 
“willingness toward I AM”—to be willing to release all ideas of understanding, even 
though they have been perfect up unto a point, carrying your mind to a state of renewal. 
 
The greatest cosmic truth of the ever-unfolding wisdom of the mind is the willingness to 
release from the mind back to the Source, that which has been given. So hang not upon 
that which is called “your truth today,” for your truth today seeks by its own nature to 
expand and embrace more of itself. 
  
Gloried be our God in this truth revealed. And ye are that. And when you glorify your 
God, you glorify your God you are. And herein you glorify every God within every being 
that I Am, saith the Lord. I Am you are. Do you grasp this, Children of the Light? 
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Multitudes now come to this understanding freely, as that which is the Source feeds that 
which is the Source, feeding that which is the Source in each Source it is within itself you 
are.  
 
Multitudes of gathered wisdom will now align themselves within each of you and read as 
though a clearly understood text—one principle building upon another principle in 
understanding, so that ye have a pyramid of sorts to that which is called “one pointed 
vision.”  At the top of the pyramid you can see it all. 
 
Allow each thought that comes in your prayer time to build upon what has been given in 
the past. Do not insist upon standing and seeing that which before you have seen. 
Because, once a view is seen by the inner soul, it is ready for the next vision to be given. 
There are never two sunsets alike, and our God would have you see them all. So, open 
wide the heart and the mind of God within you by simply willing to will the will of God 
you are, understanding that to be the free flow of the Eternal Life Source you are. 
 
Have you ever questioned in the past? Of course, you have. Have you ever doubted in the 
past? Of course. The doubt is what has brought you to a new point of awareness or place 
to see a new perspective of the aspect of whatever truth you questioned. And so now, as 
you enter into these times, do not expect that aspect of conscious expansion to be that 
different. The only difference will be a center point of knowing that as you question, 
whatever the question may be, is impulsed by the Source to reveal more of the Source as 
the answer. 
 
 
 


